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Energy Efficiency Maximization for Downlink
Cloud Radio Access Networks with
Data Sharing and Data Compression

Tung T. Vu, Duy T. Ngo, Minh N. Dao, Salman Durrani, Duy H. N. Nguyen and Richard H. Middleton

Abstract—This work aims to maximize the energy efficiency of
a downlink cloud radio access network (C-RAN). Here, data is
transferred from a baseband unit in the core network to several
remote radio heads via a set of edge routers over capacity-limited
fronthaul links. The remote radio heads then send the received
signals to their users via radio access links. Both data sharing
and compression-based strategies are considered for fronthaul
data transfer. New mixed-integer nonlinear problems are for-
mulated in which the ratio of network throughput and total
power consumption is maximized. These challenging problem
formulations include practical constraints on routing, predefined
minimum data rates, fronthaul capacity and maximum RRH
transmit power. By employing the successive convex quadratic
programming, iterative algorithms are proposed with guaranteed
convergence to Fritz John solutions of the formulated problems.
Significantly, each iteration of the proposed algorithms solves
only one simple convex program. Numerical examples with
practical parameters confirm that the proposed joint optimiza-
tion designs markedly improve the C-RAN’s energy efficiency
compared to benchmark schemes. They also show that the
fronthaul data-sharing strategy outperforms its compression-
based counterpart in terms of energy efficiency, in both single-hop
and multi-hop network scenarios.

Index Terms—C-RAN, energy efficiency, limited-capacity fron-
thaul, precoding design, user association

I. INTRODUCTION

The telecommunications industry is currently facing an
exponential growth in mobile data traffic [1]. To meet the
traffic demand with limited radio spectrum, it is crucial to
improve the spectral efficiency of the communication system
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[2]. However, focusing only on spectral efficiency may lead to
additional energy required to support the increasing number
of base station sites [3]. Moreover, serious concerns about
global warming and operational cost are rising due to the
enormous growth of energy consumed by wireless network
deployment [4]. As such, it is necessary to balance the tradeoff
between the spectral and energy efficiencies and to redesign
the existing cellular networks from the green communication
perspective. It is also important to investigate the resource
allocation designs that not only achieve high spectral efficiency
but also improve the energy efficiency in fifth generation (5G)
of mobile communication systems [5]. Specifically, increasing
1, 000-fold data traffic and reducing the total network energy
consumption by half are listed among of the top priorities of
5G [6].

Cloud radio access networks (C-RANs) have been proposed
and considered as a promising solution to meet 5G’s challeng-
ing objectives [2], [7]–[10]. In a C-RAN, low-cost low-power
remote radio heads (RRHs) replace traditional high-cost high-
power base stations, resulting in lower energy consumption
in a dense network deployment [11]. A central base band
unit (BBU) in the core network is connected to the RRHs
via wireline fronthaul links, whilst the RRHs are connected
to end users via radio access links. The most important
advantage of C-RANs is that large-scale allocation of radio
and computing resources across all the RRHs is centrally
processed at the same BBU pools. As such, significant spectral
and energy efficiency gains over the single-cell processing can
be realized [12]. However, due to joint processing C-RANs
require significant data sharing on the fronthaul, making these
capacity-limited links a main bottleneck in practical C-RANs
[13]. It is therefore crucial to effectively utilize the C-RAN
fronthaul links [14].

Data transfer over C-RAN fronthaul links is based on data-
sharing and compression-based strategies [3], [15]–[17]. Under
data-sharing, the BBU multicasts users’ data messages to a set
of RRHs over the fronthaul links. These RRHs then pre-code
or beamform the messages and cooperatively transmit them to
the users via radio access links. With compression, the users’
messages are instead pre-coded/beamformed and compressed
centrally at the BBU. The BBU then unicasts the compressed
messages to the RRHs over the fronthaul links for subsequent
wireless transmission to the users. Although the compression-
based strategy incurs a lesser amount of fronthaul traffic, their
throughput performance is limited by the quantization noise
generated during the compression process [15]. In the case
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of power minimization, [3] shows that the compression-based
strategy requires less power consumption than the data-sharing
counterpart when the fixed user data rate is high. It therefore
remains unclear which of the two strategies is a better option
in terms of energy efficiency typically depending on both
throughput achievement and power consumption.

Energy efficiency can be measured by the area power
consumption metric (watts/unit area) [18] or the economical
energy efficiency metric (effective bits/Joule) [19]. A more
widely adopted metric is the ratio of the network throughput
and the total power consumption (bits/Joule) [3], [20], [21].
To improve energy efficiency, one may opt to (i) increase
data rate, (ii) decrease RRH transmit power, (iii) turn off
RRHs, (iv) reduce the fronthaul rate for power saving, and
(v) implement any combination thereof. Among the indirect
approaches, [3] fixes user rates and transforms the energy
efficiency maximization problem into a power minimization
problem. Although both data-sharing and compression-based
strategies are considered, the limited fronthaul capacity con-
straint is not taken into account. The work of [22] addresses a
different power minimization problem for downlink C-RANs
under the data-sharing strategy, where users are put into several
multicast groups. Applying the random matrix theory, [21]
proposes heuristic user association (UA) schemes that maxi-
mize the equivalent energy efficiency under data sharing. On
the other hand, the study of [23] directly maximizes the energy
efficiency under the compression-based method. Nonetheless,
the data-sharing scenario and the power consumption at the
fronthaul links are not investigated by [23].

It is worth noting that the aforementioned solutions focus on
single-hop fronthaul networks only, while a practical BBU is
typically connected to RRHs via a number of edge routers over
a multi-hop fronthaul network [15], [24]. Very recently, [15]
attempts to maximize the network throughput of a downlink
multi-hop C-RAN, where network coding is shown necessary
to better utilize the finite-capacity fronthaul links in the multi-
hop fronthaul case. However, to the best of our knowledge,
energy efficiency maximization has not yet been addressed
for this practical network scenario.

This paper considers the downlink of a C-RAN with multi-
hop and capacity-limited fronthaul. The aim is to directly
maximize the network energy efficiency by jointly optimizing
user association (UA), RRH activation, data rate allocation
and signal precoding. Since these optimization variables are
strongly interrelated, it is not straightforward to even formulate
these problems in a suitable form, let alone solve them
effectively and optimally. We specifically try to answer: (i)
Can we do better than existing solutions in terms of energy
efficiency? (ii) With our devised solution, is data sharing or
compression better? In answering those questions, we make
the following research contributions.

• We formulate new problems of energy efficiency maxi-
mization under both data-sharing and compression-based
strategies. They are subject to routing constraints, lim-
ited fronthaul capacities, predefined minimum rates and
maximum transmit power at each RRH. Practically, all
the power consumption resulting from data transmission,

RRH and fronthaul operations is included in the formu-
lations.

• We propose new iterative algorithms to solve the chal-
lenging mixed-integer nonlinear problem formulations,
where each iteration involves solving only one simple
convex program. Specifically, the original problems are
first transformed into their epigraph forms. To deal with
the binary nature of UA and RRH activation decisions,
they are further recast to equivalent problems that include
continuous variables only. These problems are finally
solved by the successive convex quadratic programming.

• We prove theoretically and verify by numerical examples
that the proposed algorithms converge to Fritz John solu-
tions1 once initialized from a feasible point. Simulation
results with practical parameter settings show that our
joint optimization approach significantly improves the
energy efficiency over existing methods. Importantly, it
is confirmed that the data-sharing strategy offers higher
energy efficiency than the compression-based strategy in
both single-hop and multi-hop cases.

It should be noted that this work substantially extends our
initial result in [26], where only the energy-efficient design
of the downlink C-RANs under the data-sharing strategy was
demonstrated.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the system model under consideration. Sections III
and IV respectively formulate and solve the optimization
problem for the data-sharing strategy, whereas Sections V and
VI for the compression-based strategy. Section VII verifies
the performance of the proposed algorithms through com-
prehensive numerical examples. It also compares the energy
efficiency performance of the data-sharing and compression-
based strategies in both single-hop and multi-hop scenarios.
Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.

Notation: The real part of a complex number x is denoted as
R{x}. Boldface symbols are used for vectors and capitalized
boldface symbols for matrices. XXXH is the conjugate trans-
position of a matrix XXX . 〈XXX〉 means the trace of a matrix XXX .
CN (µµµ,QQQ) denotes the circularly symmetric complex Gaussian
distribution with mean µµµ and covariance QQQ. III and 000 are
the identity and zero matrices with appropriate dimensions,
respectively. For ease of reference, the symbols frequently
used throughout the paper are listed in Table I.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Fig. 1 illustrates the downlink of a general C-RAN model,
where the baseband unit (BBU) in the core network connects
to a set of RRHs KR , {1, . . . ,KR} via a fronthaul network
of M routers and N noiseless fronthaul links [3], [15], [27]2,

1A point is called a Fritz John solution if it satisfies Fritz John conditions
which are necessary conditions for a solution in nonlinear programming to
be optimal [25].

2In practical C-RAN-based LTE scenarios, quantization error always exists
on the fronthaul links due to low resolution digital-to-analog conversion
(DAC)/analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) at the BBU, RRHs and routers
[28]. This paper assumes that the fronthaul link is ideal with high resolution
DAC/ADC. We refer the case of noisy fronthaul links with low resolution
DAC/ADC to [29] and leave the energy efficiency optimization problem of
noisy-fronthaul C-RANs for future work.
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TABLE I
FREQUENTLY USED SYMBOLS

Symbols Definition
KR,KR Set of RRHs and its cardinality
KU ,KU Set of users and its cardinality
M,M Set of routers and its cardinality
N , N Set of fronthaul links and its cardinality
Cn Capacity of fronthaul link n

Nr, Nu Numbers of antenna at each RRH and at each user
Mk Message intended for user k
Rk Data transmission rate for message Mk

sssk Encoded symbol of message Mk

d Number of data streams
FFF k,i Precoding matrix for symbol sssk at RRH i
xxxi Transmit signal at RRH i
QQQi Covariance matrix of quantization noise at RRH i
HHHk,i Channel matrix from RRH i to user k
fk,i,n Conceptual flow rate of message Mk transferred to RRH i over link n
rk,n Actual flow rate of message Mk over link n
di,n Data rate of the compressed signal transferred to RRH i over link n
ak,i RRH-user association variable
bi RRH activation variable

where M > 0, N > KR for a multi-hop C-RAN and
M = 0, N = KR for a single-hop C-RAN. Denote by
M , {1, . . . ,M} and N , {1, . . . , N} the sets of routers
and fronthaul links, respectively. Assume that a fronthaul link
n ∈ N has a limited capacity of Cn > 0 (in bits per second).
The RRHs then serve a set of users KU , {1, . . . ,KU}
via radio access links, where a user is allowed to connect
to multiple RRHs. Each user k ∈ KU is equipped with Nu
antennas while each RRH i ∈ KR is equipped with Nr
antennas.

At the BBU, a message Mk intended for the user k is
uniformly distributed in the set {1, . . . , 2uRk}, where u is
the block length and Rk (in bits per second) is the data rate
of message Mk [30]. The message Mk is then encoded into
symbol sssk ∈ Cd×1, where sssk is taken from a Gaussian channel
codebook CCH

k so that sssk ∼ CN (000, III) and d , min(Nu, Nr) is
the number of data streams. The network throughput is defined
as the following sum rate:

Rsum ,
∑
k∈KU

Rk. (1)

To transfer the information signal from the BBU to
the RRHs via the fronthaul network, data-sharing and
compression-based strategies are used [3], [15], [16]3. Using
either strategy, each user’s intended message symbol is routed
through the fronthaul and delivered to a set of RRHs. Finally,
at the radio access links, the RRH-user associations and RRH
activation are respectively expressed by the following binary

3In [16], these fundamentally different strategies are respectively referred
to as hard-transfer and soft-transfer modes.

variables

ak,i ,

{
1, if RRH i serves user k,
0, otherwise, (2)

bi ,

{
0, if RRH i serves no user,
1, otherwise. (3)

Denote the set of RRHs that serves user k as Dk , {i|ak,i =
1, i ∈ KR}. Then the BBU sends sssk to Dk over the multi-hop
fronthaul network at the rate Rk.

This paper assumes that the features of the remote radio
heads (RRHs) in C-RANs are similar to those of the con-
ventional RRHs. We apply the power consumption model
based on existing statistics of [31] for each RRH. This model
has been widely used in the literature (see, e.g., [3], [32]).
Specifically, the power consumed by an RRH i ∈ KR in a
given transmission interval is expressed as

PRRH,T
i ,

{
βiP

Tx,T
i + Pi,a, if 0 < P Tx,T

i ≤ Pi,
Pi,s, if P Tx,T

i = 0,
(4)

where the constant βi > 0, i ∈ KR represents the power
amplifier efficiency, feeder loss and other loss factors due to
power supply and cooling for RRH i [3]; P Tx,T

i is the transmit
power required to deliver all requested files from RRH i under
a strategy T, in which T ∈ {DS,C}, and DS and C respectively
refer to the data-sharing strategy and the compression-based
strategy; Pi,a is the power required to support the RRH i in
the active mode; Pi,s < Pi,a is the power consumption in the
sleep mode; and Pi is the maximum transmit power of the
RRH i.
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BBU BBU

Router

User
RRH

User
RRH

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. A general C-RAN architecture with multi-hop fronthaul links [in (a)] and single-hop fronthaul links [in (b)].

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION FOR FRONTHAUL TRANSFER
WITH DATA SHARING STRATEGY

In the data-sharing strategy, users’ intended signals are
multicast by the BBU to a selected set of RRHs which then
cooperatively perform precoding and transmit the precoded
signals to the users [3], [15], [27]. In what follows, we will
describe each stage of the communication in detail.

A. Data Multicasting Routing with Network Coding at BBU

For information multicast, one may allow each router to
replicate and forward its received information to the next
routers, or instead use network coding to make each router
an encoding and decoding point for the information flows
[33]. As shown in [34], the replicate-and-forward approach
is not optimal whilst the coding operation at routers can
achieve multicast capacity. Following [15], this paper employs
a network coding scheme that consists of a flow routing
scheme and a code assignment to determine the rate and
content of each data flow being delivered across the network.
The study of [35] shows that intersession coding only pro-
vides marginal throughput gain over independent coding while
making the routing problem an NP-hard one. Therefore, this
paper assumes that each multicast session is routed and coded
independently but not jointly.

In our model, there are KU multicast sessions for KU users’
messages. Denote by rk,n the routing variable that determines
the flow rate on a link n for a multicast session k. If rk,n = 0,
the multicast session k is not routed on the link n. The network
coding theorem in [34] shows that if the rate Rk is achievable
at each destination in Dk independently, it is also achievable
for the entire multicast session k. Hence, the multicast flow
on the link n to an RRH i ∈ Dk can be viewed as including
the independent conceptual flows fk,i,n ≤ rk,n,∀k ∈ KU , i ∈
KR [33]. The routing constraints for the multi-hop fronthaul
network can be formulated as follows [15], [33]

fk,i,n ≤ rk,n,∀k ∈ KU , i ∈ KR, n ∈ N (5)

rk,n ≤ ak,iCn,∀k ∈ KU , n ∈ IKRi (6)

ak,iRk ≤
∑

n∈IKRi

fk,i,n,∀k ∈ KU , i ∈ KR (7)

∑
n∈OM

m

fk,i,n =
∑
n∈IMm

fk,i,n,∀k ∈ KU , i ∈ KR,m ∈M (8)

∑
k∈KU

rk,n ≤ Cn,∀n ∈ N (9)

Rk ≥ RQoS, rk,n ≥ 0, fk,i,n ≥ 0,∀k ∈ KU , i ∈ KR, n ∈M,
(10)

where IKRi denotes the set of incoming links at an RRH i
while IMm and OMm are the sets of incoming and outgoing
links at a router m, respectively. Constraint (5) shows that
the actual flow rate on link n for multicast session k is a
MAX operation, i.e., rk,n = maxi∈Dk fk,i,n, instead of a
SUM operation, i.e., rk,n =

∑
i∈Dk fk,i,n, of the conceptual

flows. This is the benefit of network coding in which the
amount of information conveyed on a fixed-capacity link is
increased by splitting each multicast session into subsessions
and sending only an XOR version of the subsessions on this
link4. Constraint (6) makes sure there is no data transmission
to the unassigned or inactive RRHs. Constraint (7) guarantees
that each RRH i ∈ Dk can receive the information flow at
rate Rk when ak,i = 1. Constraint (8) follows the law of flow
conservation for conceptual flows at a router m. Constraint (9)
ensures that the information flow for all K multicast sessions
does not exceed each link capacity. Constraint (10) guarantees
a quality-of-service (QoS) rate RQoS ≥ 0 for each user as well
as nonnegative flow rates on all links for all the multicast
sessions. For any given flow rates that satisfy the routing
constraints (5)–(10), a code assignment scheme can be found

4This paper defines network coding as the coding at a node in a network
where there are arbitrary mappings from inputs to output of the node. This
definition is different from that of coding at a node in a packet network where
data are divided into packets and the network coding is applied to the contents
of the packets [36].
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to design the content of each flow [15], [37], [38].

B. Signal Precoding and Transmission by RRHs

After receiving the message symbols from all K multicast
sessions via the multi-hop fronthaul network, an RRH i
generates a baseband signal xxxi ∈ CNr×1 as

xxxi =
∑
k∈KU

FFF k,i sssk, (11)

where FFF k,i ∈ CNr×d is the precoding matrix applied by the
RRH i to sssk. The RRH i is subjected to the average transmit
power constraint Pi as

E
{
‖xxxi ‖2

}
≤ Pi. (12)

Denote by HHHk,i ∈ CNu×Nr the flat-fading channel matrix
from the RRH i to a user k and byHHHk , [HHHk,1, . . . ,HHHk,KR ] ∈
CNu×NR the channel matrix from all RRHs to the user k,
where NR , KRNr. Assume that channel states HHHk,i, k ∈
KU , i ∈ KR remain unchanged during the transmission in-
terval and are available at the BBU and RRHs [15], [16].
Upon defining F̄FF k ,

[
(FFF k,1)H , (FFF k,2)H , . . . (FFF k,KR)H

]H ∈
CNR×d, the received signal yyyk ∈ CNu×1 at the user k can be
written as

yyyk =
∑
i∈KR

HHHk,i xxxi +nnnk

=
∑
i∈KR

HHHk,iFFF k,i sssk +
∑
i∈KR

∑
`∈KU \{k}

HHH`,iFFF `,i sss` +nnnk

= HHHk F̄FF k sssk +
∑

`∈KU \{k}

HHH` F̄FF ` sss`︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference

+nnnk, (13)

where nnnk ∈ CNu×1 is the additive noise term with nnnk ∼
CN (000,ΣΣΣk). By treating the interference in (13) as additive
Gaussian noise, the rate Rk of the message symbol sssk is
always achievable in the Shannon’s sense as follows

Rk ≤ gk(F̄FF ) ,W log2

∣∣∣IIINu + ΠΠΠkΠΠΠH
k ΞΞΞ−1

k

∣∣∣ , (14)

where W is the total available bandwidth, F̄FF , {F̄FF k}k∈KU ,
ΠΠΠk ,HHHk F̄FF k, and

ΞΞΞk ,
∑

`∈KU \{k}

HHHk F̄FF `F̄FF
H
` HHH

H
k +ΣΣΣk . (15)

C. User Association and RRH Activation at Radio Access
Links

Define aaa , {ak,i}k∈KU ,i∈KR and bbb , {bi}i∈KR . Let ĒEEi ∈
CNR×Nr be zero everywhere except an identity matrix of size
Nr from row (i− 1)Nr + 1 to row iNr. The interdependence
among aaa, bbb and F̄FF is modeled as

ak,i =

{
0, if 〈ĒEEHi F̄FF kF̄FF

H
k ĒEEi〉 = 0,

1, otherwise,
∀k ∈ KU , i ∈ KR

(16)

bi =

{
0, if ak,i = 0,∀k ∈ KU
1, otherwise, (17)

=

{
0, if

∑
k∈KU 〈ĒEE

H
i F̄FF kF̄FF

H
k ĒEEi〉 = 0,

1, otherwise,
∀i ∈ KR,

(18)

where (16) and (17) are indeed (2) and (3) in the sense that
an RRH i is assigned to serve a user k if and only if the
corresponding precoder of the message symbol sssk is not a
zero matrix, i.e., FFF k,i = ĒEE

H
i F̄FF k 6= 000. From (16) and (17), the

relationship between aaa and bbb is expressed as

ak,i ≤ bi ≤
∑
k∈KU

ak,i,∀k ∈ KU , i ∈ KR, (19)

which guarantees that no user be assigned to an inactive RRH.

D. Power Consumption

The transmit power at an RRH i is computed as

P Tx,DS
i = bi

∑
k∈KU

ak,i〈ĒEE
H
i F̄FF kF̄FF

H
k ĒEEi〉 = bi

∑
k∈KU

〈ĒEEHi F̄FF kF̄FF
H
k ĒEEi〉

=
∑
k∈KU

〈ĒEEHi F̄FF kF̄FF
H
k ĒEEi〉. (20)

On the other hand, a fronthaul link n ∈ N can be modeled
as a set of communication channels with a total capacity Cn
and total power dissipation P FH

n,max. Its power consumption is
given by [3]

P FH,DS
n ,

∑
k∈KU rk,n

Cn
P FH
n,max = αn

∑
k∈KU

rk,n, (21)

where αn , PFHn,max/Cn and rk,n has previously been defined
as the actual flow rate on the link n for a multicast session k.
From (4)–(21), the total network power consumption with the
data-sharing strategy employed on fronthaul links is

PDS
total(F̄FF ,rrr, bbb) ,

∑
i∈KR

PRRH,DS
i +

∑
n∈N

P FH,DS
n

=
∑
i∈KR

(
βiP

Tx,DS
i + biPi,∆

)
+
∑
n∈N

αn
∑
k∈KU

rk,n + Ps,

=
∑
i∈KR

(
βi
∑
k∈KU

〈ĒEEHi F̄FF kF̄FF
H
k ĒEEi〉+ biPi,∆

)
+
∑
n∈N

αn
∑
k∈KU

rk,n + Ps (22)

where F̄FF , {F̄FF k,i}k∈KU ,i∈KR , rrr , {rk,n}k∈KU ,n∈N , Pi,∆ ,
Pi,a − Pi,s, and Ps ,

∑
i∈KR Pi,s.

E. Problem Formulation

Here, we aim to maximize the network energy efficiency
defined as the ratio of the achievable sum rate and the total
power consumption. The optimization problem for the multi-
hop C-RAN with the data-sharing strategy is formulated as
follows.

max
aaa,bbb,RRR,F̄FF ,fff,rrr

PDS
1 ,

Rsum

PDS
total

(23a)

s.t. (5)− (10), (14), (16), (17) (23b)∑
k∈KU

〈ĒEEHi F̄FF kF̄FF
H
k ĒEEi〉 ≤ Pi,∀i ∈ KR(23c)
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∑
i∈KR

ak,i ≥ 1,∀k ∈ KU , (23d)

where RRR , {Rk}k∈KU ; fff , {fk,i,n}k∈KU ,i∈KR,n∈N ; Rsum
and PDS

total are defined in (1) and (22), respectively; constraint
(23c) is the per-RRH power constraint (12) via (11) and (20);
constraint (23d) guarantees that each user is served by at least
one active RRH.

For the case of single-hop fronthaul, the data-sharing strat-
egy does not require the network coding in Section III-A.
The formulation (23) above therefore does not cover this case.
Instead, (23) has to be modified by replacing the constraints
(5)–(10) with the following constraints:

0 ≤ rk,i ≤ ak,iCi,∀k ∈ KU , i ∈ KR (24)
ak,iRk ≤ rk,i,∀k ∈ KU , i ∈ KR (25)∑
k∈KU

rk,i ≤ Ci,∀i ∈ KR (26)

Rk ≥ RQoS, rk,i ≥ 0,∀k ∈ KU , i ∈ KR . (27)

It is noteworthy that the mathematical structure of constraints
(24)–(27) is similar to that of (5)–(10). Therefore, the algo-
rithm devised in the next section for (23) can be straightfor-
wardly adapted to solve this corresponding single-hop problem
too.

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR FRONTHAUL DATA
SHARING STRATEGY

Since problem (23) is combinatorial, nonconvex and frac-
tional, it is challenging to find its global optimality. Global
methods would incur prohibitive computational complexity
even for problem instances of small to medium sizes. This
paper instead proposes a new method that is suitable for
practical implementation. To this end, we first rewrite problem
(23) in an epigraph form as follows [39]

max
t,www,aaa,bbb

t (28a)

s.t. (5)− (10), (14), (19), (23d) (28b)

tz ≤
∑
k∈KU

Rk (28c)

z ≥
∑
i∈KR

(
βi
∑
k∈KU

〈ĒEEHi F̄FF kF̄FF
H
k ĒEEi〉+ biPi,∆

)
+
∑
n∈N

αn
∑
k∈KU

rk,n + Ps (28d)

〈ĒEEHi F̄FF kF̄FF
H
k ĒEEi〉 ≤ uk,i,∀k ∈ KU , i ∈ KR (28e)

uk,i ≤ ak,iPi,∀k ∈ KU , i ∈ KR (28f)
ak,i ∈ {0, 1}, bi ∈ {0, 1},∀k ∈ KU , i ∈ KR (28g)∑
k∈KU

uk,i ≤ Pi,∀i ∈ KR, (28h)

where www , (RRR,F̄FF , z,uuu,fff,rrr); uuu , {uk,i}k∈KU ,i∈KR ; (19) and
(28e)–(28g) follow from (16) and (17), which guarantees no
power is consumed if ak,i = 0; (28h) is indeed (23c) via
(28e). Still, problem (28) is challenging due to the nonconvex
constraints (7), (14), (28c), (28d) and (28g).

To deal with the binary nature of constraint (28g), we note
that for a real number x,

x ∈ {0, 1} ⇔ x− x2 = 0 ⇔ (x ∈ [0, 1]) & (x− x2 ≤ 0).
(29)

Therefore, (28g) can be rewritten as∑
i∈KR

∑
k∈KU

(ak,i − a2
k,i) +

∑
i∈KR

(bi − b2i ) ≤ 0 (30)

0 ≤ ak,i ≤ 1, 0 ≤ bi ≤ 1,∀k ∈ KU , i ∈ KR . (31)

With (30) and (31), (28d) also becomes a convex constraint.
Problem (28) is now transformed to the following problem
with continuous variables ak,i, bi ∈ [0, 1],∀k ∈ KU , i ∈ KR:

min
(t,www,aaa,bbb)∈H

− t (32)

where H , {(t,www,aaa,bbb)|(5) − (10), (14), (19), (23d), (28c) −
(28f), (28h), (30), (31)}.

Without including the nonconvex constraint (30), let Ĥ ,
{(t,www,aaa,bbb)|(5)− (10), (14), (19), (23d), (28c)− (28f), (28h),
(31)} be the compact, feasible set of problem (32). The
Lagrangian of (32) is given as

L(t,www,aaa,bbb, λ) , −t+λ
( ∑
i∈KR

∑
k∈KU

(ak,i−a2
k,i)+

∑
i∈KR

(bi−b2i )
)
,

(33)
where λ ≥ 0 is the Lagrangian multiplier to handle the
nonconvex constraint (30). Problem (32) can then be ex-
pressed as min

(t,www,aaa,bbb)∈Ĥ
max
λ≥0
L(t,www,aaa,bbb, λ) and its dual problem

as sup
λ≥0

min
(t,www,aaa,bbb)∈Ĥ

L(t,www,aaa,bbb, λ). Following [40], the property

of (32) is stated in the following result.

Proposition 1. Strong Lagrangian duality holds for problem
(32), i.e.,

min
(t,www,aaa,bbb)∈Ĥ

max
λ≥0
L(t,wwwaaa,bbb, λ) = sup

λ≥0
min

(t,www,aaa,bbb)∈Ĥ
L(t,www,aaa,bbb, λ).

(34)
Problem (32) is thus equivalent to the following problem

min
(t,www,aaa,bbb)∈Ĥ

L(t,www,aaa,bbb, λ) =− t+ λ
( ∑
i∈KR

∑
k∈KU

(ak,i − a2
k,i)

+
∑
i∈KR

(bi − b2i )
)

(35)

at the optimal λ∗ ≥ 0 of the sup-min problem in (34).

Proof: Thanks to a special property of the La-
grangian function (33) of problem (32), i.e., S =(∑

i∈KR
∑
k∈KU (ak,i − a2

k,i) +
∑
i∈KR(bi − b2i )

)
is always

nonnegative, it can be proved that S must be zero at an optimal
solution, which leads to the same optimum obtained from
problem (32) and its dual problem. The detailed proof can
be found in Appendix A.

Proposition 1 implies that the optimal solution of problem
(32) can be found by solving problem (35) for an appropriately
chosen value of λ.

To deal with constraints (7) and (28c), we rewrite them
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respectively as

(Rk + ak,i)
2 − (Rk − ak,i)2 − 4

∑
n∈IKRi

fk,i,n ≤ 0,

∀k ∈ KU , i ∈ KR (36)

(t+ z)2 − (t− z)2 − 4
∑
k∈KU

Rk ≤ 0. (37)

Note that a function f1(x, y) , (x− y)2 is jointly convex in
(x, y). Upon applying the first-order Taylor series expansion
at a given point (x(κ), y(κ)), its convex lower bound is given
as 2(x(κ)−y(κ))(x−y)−(x(κ)−y(κ))2 ≤ (x−y)2. Therefore,
constraints (36) and (37) can be approximated at a given point
(t(κ),www(κ), aaa(κ), bbb(κ)) by the convex constraints

(Rk + ak,i)
2 − 2(R

(κ)
k − a

(κ)
k,i )(Rk − ak,i) + (R

(κ)
k − a

(κ)
k,i )

2

− 4
∑

n∈IKRi

fk,i,n ≤ 0,∀k ∈ KU , i ∈ KR (38)

(t+ z)2 − 2(t(κ) − z(κ))(t− z) + (t(κ) − z(κ))2

− 4
∑
k∈KU

Rk ≤ 0 (39)

in the sense that every point (t,www,aaa,bbb) that satisfies constraints
(38) and (39) would also satisfy constraints (36) and (37).

To deal with constraint (14), it is observed that the noncon-
vex function gk(F̄FF ) in (14) has a concave lower bound Γ

(κ)
k (F̄FF )

at a specific point F̄FF (κ) as (40) (see the top of the next page),
where ΦΦΦk , ΠΠΠkΠΠΠH

k +ΞΞΞk. The derivation of Γ
(κ)
k (F̄FF ) in (40)

and the proof of its concavity follows from the results of [41]
and thus are omitted for brevity. Constraint (14) can then be
approximated at a given point F̄FF (κ) by the following convex
constraint

Rk ≤ Γ
(κ)
k (F̄FF ),∀k ∈ KU . (41)

To deal with the nonconvex cost function L(t,www,aaa,bbb, λ)

of (35), we note that a2
k,i ≥ 2a

(κ)
k,i ak,i − (a

(κ)
k,i )

2 and b2i ≥
2b

(κ)
i bi−(b

(κ)
i )2. Therefore, L(t,www,aaa,bbb, λ) has a convex upper

bound L̃(t,www,aaa,bbb, λ) at a given point (t(κ),www(κ), aaa(κ), bbb(κ)) as

L̃(t,www,aaa,bbb, λ) , −t+ λ
( ∑
k∈KU

∑
i∈KR

(
(1− 2a

(κ)
k,i )ak,i

+ (a
(κ)
k,i )

2
)

+
∑
i∈KR

(
(1− 2b

(κ)
i )bi + (b

(κ)
i )2

))
≥ L(t,www,aaa,bbb, λ). (42)

As such, for a given point (t(κ),www(κ), aaa(κ), bbb(κ)), problem (35)
can be further approximated by the following convex problem

min
(t,www,aaa,bbb)∈Ĥ(κ)

L̃(t,www,aaa,bbb, λ) (43)

where Ĥ
(κ)

, {(t,www,aaa,bbb) | (5), (6), (8)− (10), (19), (23d),
(28d)− (28f), (28h), (31), (38), (39), (41)} is a convex feasible
set.

Now, we are ready to outline the steps to find the solution of
problem (35) in Algorithm 1. For an empirically chosen λ and
starting from a feasible initial point, we solve problem (43)
to obtain the optimal solution (t∗,www∗, aaa∗, bbb∗). This solution

Algorithm 1 Energy efficiency maximization for downlink C-
RANs under data-sharing strategy

1: Initialization: Set κ := 1. Choose a value of λ and choose
an initial point (t(0),www(0), aaa(0), bbb(0)) by Subroutine 1.

2: repeat
3: Update κ := κ+ 1
4: Find the optimal solution (t∗,www∗, aaa∗, bbb∗) by solving

convex problem (43)
5: Update (t(κ),www(κ), aaa(κ), bbb(κ)) := (t∗,www∗, aaa∗, bbb∗)
6: until convergence

Subroutine 1 Finding an initial point for Algorithm 1
1: Initialization: Set κ := 1 and randomly select a point

(t(0),www(0), aaa(0), bbb(0)) ∈ Ĥ
2: repeat
3: Update κ := κ+ 1
4: Find the optimal solution (t∗,www∗, aaa∗, bbb∗) by solving

convex problem (44)
5: Update (t(κ),www(κ), aaa(κ), bbb(κ)) := (t∗,www∗, aaa∗, bbb∗)
6: until convergence

is then used as an initial point for the next iteration. The
loop terminates when there is no improvement in the objective
function L̃ of problem (43). The convergence property of
Algorithm 1 is presented in the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Algorithm 1 converges to a solution5 that sat-
isfies the Fritz John conditions of problem (35).

Proof: See Appendix B.
The initial point (t(0),www(0), aaa(0), bbb(0)) ∈ Ĥ of Algorithm 1

can be found by Subroutine 1. Here, Subroutine 1 solves prob-
lem (32) without constraint (30), which can be approximated
by the convex problem

min
(t,www,aaa,bbb)∈Ĥ(κ)

− t. (44)

Starting from a random point (t(0),www(0), aaa(0), bbb(0)) ∈ Ĥ, the
initial point obtained by Subroutine 1 is located close to a
solution of problem (32). Since (32) and (35) are equivalent,
the initial point obtained by Subroutine 1 will improve the
solution obtained by solving (43) which is an approximation
of (35).

V. PROBLEM FORMULATION FOR FRONTHAUL TRANSFER
WITH COMPRESSION-BASED STRATEGY

Unlike the data-sharing strategy described in Section III, the
compression-based strategy aims to transfer a lesser amount
of data over the fronthaul network by compressing the signal
data. To do this, after precoding the messages the BBU em-
ploys lossy source coding techniques to compress the precoded
signals. The compressed signals are then unicast to each RRH
via the fronthaul network. The RRHs simply perform data

5In our numerical experiments, since the values of aaa and bbb obtained by
Algorithm 1 do often satisfy (30), the corresponding solution is feasible to
(32). If it is not the case, we will then rerun Algorithm 1. In all our simulations,
it is observed that at most two times of doing this are sufficient to have aaa
and bbb satisfying (30).
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Γ
(κ)
k (F̄FF ) , gk(F̄FF

(κ)
) +

2W

ln 2
<

{〈((
ΦΦΦ

(κ)
k −ΠΠΠ

(κ)
k (ΠΠΠ

(κ)
k )H

)−1

ΠΠΠ
(κ)
k

)H
(ΠΠΠk(F̄FF k)−ΠΠΠ

(κ)
k )

〉}

− W

ln 2

〈((
ΦΦΦ

(κ)
k −ΠΠΠ

(κ)
k (ΠΠΠ

(κ)
k )H

)−1

− (ΦΦΦ
(κ)
k )−1

)H
(ΦΦΦk(F̄FF )−ΦΦΦ

(n)
k )

〉
≤ gk(F̄FF ) (40)

decompression and transmit the decompressed signals to the
users over radio access links [3], [15], [16], [30]. In what
follows, we will describe each stage of the communication in
detail.

A. Signal Beamforming, Data Compression and Unicasting at
BBU

Similar to (11), the BBU generates the beamformed signal
for an RRH i as

x̄xxi =
∑
k∈KU

FFF k,i sssk . (45)

Next, it compresses the beamformed signal x̄xxi of block length
u into a binary string at a rate RCi by selecting a codeword
from a quantization codebook Ci of size 2uR

C
i . It then sends

this binary string to the RRH i via the fronthaul network.
We assume that the compression process is implemented
independently for each RRH [15]. The case of multivariate
compression for beamformed signals at all RRHs [30] can be
dealt with in a similar manner. The compression process is
information-theoretically modeled by a Gaussian test channel
[42] in which the decompressed signal at the RRH i can be
expressed as

xxxi = x̄xxi + qqqi, (46)

where the quantization noise qqqi ∈ CNr×1 is independent of x̄xxi
and randomly distributed according to qqqi ∼ CN (000,QQQi). For
the given quantization error covariance matrix QQQi ∈ CNr×Nr ,
a compression strategy is considered successful if the BBU
can find from the quantization codebook Ci a codeword xxxi
that is jointly typical6 with the codeword x̄xxi. For a sufficiently
large block length u, this event happens with an arbitrarily
large probability if the following condition is satisfied [42]:

θi(F̄FF ,QQQi) ,W I(xxxi; x̄xxi)

= W log2

∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
k∈KU

FFF k,iFFF
H
k,i +QQQi

∣∣∣∣∣−W log2 |QQQi|

= W log2

∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
k∈KU

ĒEE
H
i F̄FF kF̄FF

H
k ĒEEi +QQQi

∣∣∣∣∣
−W log2 |QQQi| ≤ RCi ,∀i ∈ KR, (47)

where FFF k,i = ĒEE
H
i F̄FF k. It should be noted that in order to

decompress the compressed signals, the RRHs need not know
the precoding matrices and the channel codebooks CCH

k ,∀k ∈

6Two codewords (or sequences) X1 and X2 of block length u are
jointly typical with respect to a distribution p(x1, x2) if their joint empirical
distribution does not deviate much from p(x1, x2) as u→∞ [42].

KU , of the users’ intended messages. They only need to know
the quantization codebooks Ci,∀i ∈ KR, of the compressed
signals.

Unlike the data-sharing strategy, the compression-based
strategy does not require signal multicasting. The BBU simply
unicasts a compressed version x̄xxi of the beamformed signal
to its destination, i.e., RRH i. In total, there are KR unicast
sessions delivered to KR RRHs via the fronthaul. Denote by
di,n the flow rate of a unicast session i ∈ KR on a link n ∈ N .
To guarantee the unicast session i ∈ KR delivers x̄xxi to the
RRH i at a rate RCi , the following condition must be met:

RCi ≤
∑

n∈IKRi

di,n. (48)

By combining (47) and (48), the routing constraints for KR

unicast sessions are formulated as [15]

θi(F̄FF ,QQQi) ≤
∑

n∈IKRi

di,n,∀i ∈ KR (49)

∑
n∈OM

m

di,n =
∑
n∈IMm

di,n,∀i ∈ KR,m ∈M (50)

∑
i∈KR

di,n ≤ Cn,∀n ∈ N (51)

Rk ≥ RQoS, di,n ≥ 0,∀k ∈ KU , i ∈ KR, n ∈M (52)
di,n ≤ biCn,∀i ∈ KR, n ∈M . (53)

Constraint (50) implements the law of flow conservation at
each router. Constraint (51) makes sure that the total infor-
mation flow on link n ∈ N for all KR unicast sessions
does not exceed the link capacity. Constraint (52) guarantees
nonnegative flow rates for all unicast sessions on all fronthaul
links. Constraint (53) means no data transmission to inactive
RRHs.

B. Transmission of Decompressed Signals by RRHs

Now, the received signal yyyk ∈ CNr×1 at a user k can be
written as

yyyk =
∑
i∈KR

HHHk,i xxxi +nnnk,

=
∑
i∈KR

HHHk,iFFF k,i sssk +
∑
i∈KR

∑
`∈KU \{k}

HHH`,iFFF `,i sss`

+
∑
i∈KR

HHHk,i qqqi +nnnk (54)

= HHHk F̄FF k sssk +
∑

`∈KU \{k}

HHH` F̄FF ` sss` +
∑
i∈KR

HHHk,i qqqi︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference

+nnnk .

(55)
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By treating the interference term in (54) as additive Gaussian
noise, the data rate Rk of the message symbol sssk is always
achievable in the Shannon’s sense as follows

Rk ≤ hk(F̄FF ,QQQ) ,W log2

∣∣∣IIINu + ΠΠΠkΠΠΠH
k ΩΩΩ−1

k

∣∣∣ , (56)

where QQQ , {QQQi}i∈KR ; ΩΩΩk ,
∑
`∈KU \{k}HHHk F̄FF `F̄FF

H
` HHH

H
k +∑

i∈KRHHHk,iQQQiHHH
H
k,i +ΣΣΣk = ΞΞΞk +ΥΥΥk, and ΥΥΥk ,∑

i∈KRHHHk,iQQQiHHH
H
k,i. The relation in (56) implies that the

achievable rate Rk depends on the quantization error covari-
ance matrices QQQ.

C. Power Consumption

Here, the transmit power at an RRH i is expressed as

P Tx,C
i = bi

( ∑
k∈KU

ak,i〈ĒEE
H
i F̄FF kF̄FF

H
k ĒEEi〉+ 〈QQQi〉

)
=
∑
k∈KU

〈ĒEEHi F̄FF kF̄FF
H
k ĒEEi〉+ bi〈QQQi〉. (57)

Similar to (21), the power consumption on a fronthaul link n
in this case is modeled as

P FH,C
n , αn

∑
i∈KR

di,n. (58)

From (4), (57) and (58), the total power consumption of the
network under the compression-based strategy is

PC
total(F̄FF ,QQQ,ddd,bbb) ,

∑
i∈KR

PRRH,C
i +

∑
n∈N

P FH,C
n

=
∑
i∈KR

[
βiP

Tx,C
i + biPi,∆

]
+
∑
n∈N

αn
∑
i∈KR

di,n + Ps

=
∑
i∈KR

[
βi

( ∑
k∈KU

〈ĒEEHi F̄FF kF̄FF
H
k ĒEEi〉,+bi〈QQQi〉

)
+ biPi,∆

]
+
∑
n∈N

αn
∑
i∈KR

di,n + Ps, (59)

where ddd , {di,n}i∈KR,n∈N , Pi,∆ , Pi,a − Pi,s, and Ps ,∑
i∈KR Pi,s.

D. Problem Formulation

Similar to problem (23), the energy efficiency maximization
problem for the multi-hop C-RAN under the compression-
based strategy is formulated as

max
aaa,bbb,RRR,F̄FF ,QQQ,ddd

PC
1 ,

Rsum

PC
total

(60a)

s.t. (19), (23d), (49)− (53), (56) (60b)∑
k∈KU

〈ĒEEHi F̄FF kF̄FF
H
k ĒEEi〉+ bi〈QQQi〉 ≤ Pi,∀i ∈ KR,

(60c)

where Rsum and PDS
total are respectively defined in (1) and (59),

and (60c) is the per-RRH power constraint (12) via (11) and
(57).

The problem formulation for a single-hop C-RAN is ob-
tained from (60) by replacing (49)–(53) with the following
constraints

θi(F̄FF ,QQQi) ≤ di,∀i ∈ KR (61)
Rk ≥ RQoS, di ≥ 0,∀k ∈ KU , i ∈ KR, (62)
di ≤ biCi,∀i ∈ KR, n ∈M, (63)

where di is the data rate of a unicast session i from the BBU
to an RRH i. Since the structure of (61)-(63) is similar to that
of (49)–(53), the algorithm devised in the next section for (60)
can be straightforwardly adapted to solve this corresponding
single-hop problem as well.

VI. PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR FRONTHAUL
COMPRESSION-BASED STRATEGY

Problem (60) can be rewritten in the following epigraph
form

max
t,ppp,aaa,bbb

t (64a)

s.t. (19), (23d), (28c), (28e)− (28g), (49)− (53), (56)
(64b)

z ≥
∑
i∈KR

(
βi

( ∑
k∈KU

〈ĒEEHi F̄FF kF̄FF
H
k ĒEEi〉+ ηi

)
+ biPi,∆

)
+
∑
n∈N

αn
∑
i∈KR

di,n + Ps (64c)

bi〈QQQi〉 ≤ ηi,∀i ∈ KR (64d)∑
k∈KU

uk,i ≤ ρi,∀k ∈ KU , i ∈ KR (64e)

ρi + ηi ≤ Pi,∀i ∈ KR (64f)
ηi ≤ biPi,∀i ∈ KR, (64g)

where ppp , (RRR,F̄FF ,QQQ, z,uuu,ηηη,ρρρ,ddd); ηηη , {ηi}i∈KR ; ρρρ ,
{ρi}i∈KR ; (64f) is indeed (60c) via (64d) and (64e). Problem
(64) is still challenging due to the nonconvex constraints (28c),
(28g), (49), (56), (64c) and (64d).

Similar to the solution framework proposed in Section IV,
with (28g) replaced by (30) and (31), (28d) becomes a convex
constraint. Problem (64) is now transformed to the following
problem with continuous variables ak,i, bi ∈ [0, 1],∀k ∈
KU , i ∈ KR:

min
(t,ppp,aaa,bbb)∈V

− t (65)

where V , {(t,ppp,aaa,bbb) | (19), (23d), (28c), (28e)− (28g), (30),
(31), (49) − (53), (56), (64c) − (64g)}. For an appropriately
chosen value of λ, the solution of problem (65) can now be
found by solving the following equivalent problem

min
(t,ppp,ddd,aaa,bbb)∈V̂

L(t,pppaaa,bbb, λ) =− t+ λ
( ∑
i∈KR

∑
k∈KU

(ak,i − a2
k,i)

+
∑
i∈KR

(bi − b2i )
)

(66)

where V̂ , {(t,ppp,aaa,bbb) | (19), (23d), (28c), (28e)− (28g), (31),
(49)−(53), (56), (64c)−(64g)}. The proof of this fact is similar
to the proof of Proposition 1, and hence, omitted.
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For continuous values of aaa,bbb satisfying (30) and (31), (28c)
is approximated by the convex constraint (39), and (64c) also
becomes a convex constraint. For (49), its nonconvex part
ϕi(F̄FF ,QQQi) , log2

∣∣∣∑k∈KU ĒEE
H
i F̄FF kF̄FF

H
k ĒEEi +QQQi

∣∣∣ has a convex

upper bound ϕ̃i(F̄FF ,QQQi) at a specific point (F̄FF
(κ)
,QQQ

(κ)
i ) as [15]

ϕi(F̄FF ,QQQi) ≤ ϕ̃i(F̄FF ,QQQi)

, ϕ(F̄FF
(κ)
,QQQ

(κ)
i ) +

1

ln 2

〈 ∑
k∈KU

F̄FF
H
k ĒEEi(VVV

(κ)
i )−1ĒEE

H
i F̄FF k

〉
+

1

ln 2

〈
(VVV

(κ)
i )−1QQQi−IIINr

〉
(67)

where VVV i ,
∑
k∈KU ĒEE

H
i F̄FF kF̄FF

H
k ĒEEi + QQQi =∑

k∈KU FFF k,iFFF
H
k,i +QQQi. Moreover, log2 |QQQi| is a concave

function in QQQi � 0. At a given point (F̄FF
(κ)
,QQQ

(κ)
i ), (49) can

thus be approximated by the following convex constraint

Wϕ̃i(F̄FF ,QQQi)−W log2 |QQQi|−
∑

n∈IKRi

di,n ≤ 0,∀i ∈ KR . (68)

Constraint (56) can be approximated at a given point F̄FF (κ)

by the following convex constraint

Rk ≤ h̄(κ)
k (F̄FF ),∀k ∈ KU , (69)

where h̄
(κ)
k is the concave lower bound of the nonconvex

function hk(F̄FF ,QQQ) of (56) as (70) (see the top of the next page)
with ΘΘΘk , ΠΠΠkΠΠΠH

k +ΩΩΩk. Constraint (64d) is approximated by

(bi + 〈QQQi〉)2 − 2(b
(κ)
i − 〈QQQi〉

(κ))(bi − 〈QQQi〉) + (b
(κ)
i

− 〈QQQi〉(κ))2 − 4ηi ≤ 0. (71)

The cost function L(t,ppp,aaa,bbb, λ) of problem (66) can be
approximated by its convex upper bound L̃(t,ppp,aaa,bbb, λ) in
(42).

As such, at a given point (t(κ), ppp(κ), aaa(κ), bbb(κ)), problem (66)
can thus be approximated by the convex problem

min
(t,ppp,aaa,bbb)∈V̂(κ)

L̃(t,ppp,aaa,bbb, λ), (72)

where V̂
(κ)

, {(t,ppp,aaa,bbb)|(19), (23d), (39), (31), (50) −
(52), (64c), (64f), (68), (69), (71)} is the compact, convex fea-
sible set of problem (72).

Algorithm 2 outlines the steps to solve problem (66) for
maximizing the energy efficiency of the downlink C-RANs
under the compression-based strategy. For an empirically
chosen λ and starting from a feasible initial point, we solve
problem (72) to obtain the optimal solution. This solution is
then used as an initial point for the next iteration. The loop
terminates when there is no improvement in the objective
function L̃ of (72). Algorithm 2 converges to a Fritz John
solution of problem (66). The proof of this fact is similar to
the proof of Proposition 2, and hence omitted.

The initial solution (t(0), ppp(0), aaa(0), bbb(0)) ∈ V̂ of Alogrithm 2
is generated by Subroutine 2. Here, Subroutine 2 aims to
solve problem (65) without constraint (30), which is then

Algorithm 2 Energy efficiency maximization of the downlink
C-RANs under compression-based strategy

1: Initialization: Set κ := 1. Choose a value of λ and choose
an initial point (t(0), ppp(0), aaa(0), bbb(0)) by Subroutine 2

2: repeat
3: Update κ := κ+ 1
4: Find the optimal solution (t∗, ppp∗, aaa∗, bbb∗) by solving

convex problem (72)
5: Update (t(κ), ppp(κ), aaa(κ) bbb(κ)) := (t∗, ppp∗, aaa∗, bbb∗)
6: until convergence

Subroutine 2 Find an initial point for Algorithm 2
1: Initialization: Set κ := 1 and choose randomly a point

(t(0), p̃pp(0), aaa(0), bbb(0)) ∈ V̂
2: repeat
3: Update κ := κ+ 1
4: Find the optimal solution (t∗, ppp∗, aaa∗, bbb∗) by solving

convex problem (73)
5: Update (t(κ), ppp(κ), aaa(κ) bbb(κ)) := (t∗, ppp∗, aaa∗, bbb∗)
6: until convergence

approximated by the problem

min
(t,ppp,aaa,bbb)∈V̂(κ)

− t. (73)

After taking a random point (t(0), ppp(0), aaa(0), bbb(0)) ∈ V̂ , Sub-
routine 2 obtains an initial point located close to a solution of
problem (65). Since (65) and (66) are equivalent, this initial
point will improve the solution obtained by solving (72), which
is an inner approximation of (66).

VII. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

We consider a C-RAN with a multi-hop fronthaul in
Fig. 2(a) and a single-hop fronthaul Fig. 2(b). The radio
access part of the considered C-RAN is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The locations of the KR = 7 RRHs are fixed, while the
KU = 5 users are uniformly and independently placed within
the RRHs’ coverage area, excluding the circular area of 50
m around each RRH [27]. The LTE parameters used in our
numerical examples are listed in Table II. Each RRH is
assumed to be equipped with Nr = 2 antennas and each user
with Nu = 1 antennas. The active mode and the sleep mode
at each RRH consume 84W and 56W of power, respectively.
The slope of transmit power is set as βi = β = 2.8 and
αi = α = 5 for all i ∈ KR [3]. We take d = 1, Pi = P , and
ΣΣΣk = σ2III for all k ∈ KU .

Here, we set RQoS = 0.1Mbps for the feasibility of
the problem (28) and (64). In our numerical experiments,
increasing the required QoS value to around C

2KU
does not

affect simulation results. This is different from the case of
power minimization where the QoS rate constraints are always
met with equality at optimality. On the other hand, setting a
higher QoS value may cause an infeasible problem or a smaller
feasible set to which a random point in the initialization
process has a smaller chance to belong, and it would take
Subroutines 1 and 2 much more time to find feasible initial
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h̄
(κ)
k (F̄FF ,QQQ) ,hk(F̄FF

(κ)
,QQQ(κ)) +

2W

ln 2
<

{〈((
ΘΘΘ

(κ)
k −ΠΠΠ

(κ)
k (ΠΠΠ

(κ)
k )H

)−1

ΠΠΠ
(κ)
k

)H
(ΠΠΠk(F̄FF k)−ΠΠΠ

(κ)
k )

〉}

− W

ln 2

〈((
ΘΘΘ

(κ)
k −ΠΠΠ

(κ)
k (ΠΠΠ

(κ)
k )H

)−1

− (ΘΘΘ
(κ)
k )−1

)H
(ΦΦΦk(F̄FF )−ΦΦΦ

(κ)
k )

〉

− W

ln 2

〈((
ΘΘΘ

(κ)
k −ΠΠΠ

(κ)
k (ΠΠΠ

(κ)
k )H

)−1

− (ΘΘΘ
(κ)
k )−1

)H
(ΥΥΥk(QQQ)−ΥΥΥ

(κ)
k )

〉
≤ hk(F̄FF ,QQQ) (70)
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(a) A multi-hop fronthaul network with M = 10 routers and L =
25 fronthaul links

C CC CC CC

BBU

(b) A single-hop fronthaul network

Fig. 2. Multi-hop and single-hop fronthaul network simulation scenarios with
KR = 7 RRHs. In both cases, the total capacity of the incoming information
flow to each RRH is C.
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Fig. 3. A radio access network with KR = 7 fixed RHHs and KU = 5
randomly positioned users.

TABLE II
LTE PARAMETERS USED IN NUMERICAL EXAMPLES [43]

Parameters Values
Distance between adjacent RRHs 0.3 km

Total bandwidth 10 MHz
Standard deviation of log-normal shadowing 10 dB

Path loss at distance d (km) 140.7 + 36.7 log10(d) dB
Noise variance −174 dBm/Hz

Maximum RRH transmit power 24 dBm

points. All the presented results have been averaged over 100
simulation trials. Our simulations confirm that this number of
trials produces results with sufficient accuracy.

Intuitively, λ can be considered as a weight for the binary
constraint (30). For a large value of λ, while converging
quickly the proposed algorithms would likely give a worse
solution compared to that by using a smaller value of λ.
Conversely, for a small value of λ, we would expect a better
solution but at a slow convergence speed. In this paper, we
empirically choose λ for the best performance while keeping
the convergence speed relatively fast, i.e., λ = 100.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing work that
addresses the energy efficiency maximization for the system
model considered in this paper. As such, we will demonstrate
the advantages of the proposed algorithms by comparing them
with some benchmark heuristic schemes derived from our
proposed optimization approach. Specifically, to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed algorithms under both the data-
sharing and compression-based strategies in the multi-hop C-
RANs (referred to as Alg. 1-DS-MH, Alg. 2-C-MH in the
figures) and in the single-hop C-RANs (referred to as Alg. 1-
DS-SH, Alg. 2-C-SH in the figures), we consider the following
benchmark schemes:

• HUA-DS-SH: This scheme applies a heuristic UA scheme
[15] for the data-sharing strategy in the single-hop C-
RAN. Here, each user is heuristically assigned to Nc
RRHs that have the largest channel gains, where Nc is
empirically chosen for the best performance.

• HUA-C-SH: The HUA scheme of [15] is applied to the
compression-based strategy in the single-hop C-RAN.

• HUA-DS-MH: The HUA scheme of [15] is used for the
data-sharing strategy in the multi-hop C-RAN.

• HUA-C-MH: The HUA scheme [15] is used for the
compression-based strategy in the multi-hop C-RAN.

For existing HUA solutions [15], the energy efficiency
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Fig. 4. Convergence process of the proposed Algorithms 1 and 2.
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Fig. 5. Performance of the proposed algorithms in comparison with the
benchmark schemes.

achieved by these HUA schemes above can be found by only
jointly optimizing data rate allocation and signal precoding
with the similar manners discussed in Section IV and VI.

Fig. 4 plots the convergence process of the proposed algo-
rithms under both single-hop and multi-hop fronthaul cases. In
the considered example, they converge quickly in fewer than
15 iterations. It should be emphasized that each iteration of
the algorithms corresponds to solving only one simple convex
program (43) or (72), which results in a low computational
cost.

Fig. 5 answers the first question posed at the beginning
of the paper “(i) Can we do better than existing solutions
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison between the data-sharing and compression-
based strategy in the considered single-hop and multi-hop C-RANs.

in terms of energy efficiency?” It shows that the proposed
algorithms outperform the benchmark schemes in terms of
the average energy efficiency in all cases. From Fig. 5(a), the
improvements by Algorithm 1 in the data-sharing case are
15% and 23% in the single-hop and the multi-hop fronthaul
scenarios, respectively. The gains offered by Algorithm 2 in
the compression-based case are even more pronounced, 24%
in the single-hop scenario and 43% in the multi-hop scenario
as shown in Fig. 5(b). Such enhancement is brought about by
the extra dimension of UA optimization in the proposed joint
optimization algorithms compared to the benchmark schemes.

Under the proposed designs for energy efficiency maxi-
mization, Fig. 6 answers the second question “(ii) With our
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devised solution, is data sharing or compression better?”
Fig. 6(a) confirms that the data-sharing strategy provides up to
63% and 53% energy-efficiency gains over the compression-
based strategy in the single-hop and multi-hop fronthaul
cases, respectively. This fact can be explained by considering
throughput in Fig. 6(b) and power consumption in Fig. 6(c).
Specifically, it is clear from Fig. 6(b) that data sharing always
outperforms compression in throughput achievement. This is
because the compression may provide worse data rate than
the data sharing due to the quantization noise (see (14) and
(54)). The only time compression outperforms is with power
consumption in the multi-hop fronthaul case—an improvement
of 25% as illustrated in Fig. 6(c). However, such power saving
amount is not enough to compensate the loss of 85% in
throughput over the data sharing strategy as shown in Fig. 6(b).
Finally, it can be concluded that from an energy-efficient
perspective, data multicasting with/without network coding
for multi-hop/single-hop fronthaul is always preferable over
unicasting the compressed signal data over the fronthaul links.

In [3], the compression-based strategy is shown to consume
less power than the data-sharing strategy with single-hop
fronthaul when the data rate on fronthaul links is high. Here,
power minimization is the optimization objective. However,
Fig. 6(c) shows that compression actually requires 43% more
power than data sharing in our considered scenario. This is
because the current optimization solution tries to improve the
throughput at the same time as saving power for the maximum
energy efficiency.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper has jointly designed UA, RRH activation, data
rate and signal precoding to maximize the energy efficiency of
a downlink C-RAN, under both data-sharing and compression-
based fronthaul strategies. The formulated mixed-integer non-
linear optimization problems take into account routing con-
straints at the fronthaul links, minimum data rate requirements,
limited fronthaul capacity and maximum RRH transmit power.
Using optimization techniques, new iterative algorithms with
guaranteed convergence to Fritz John solutions have been pro-
posed to solve the difficult problem formulations. Numerical
results confirm the significant performance advantages of the
developed solutions over baseline schemes. In both single-hop
and multi-hop network examples, the data-sharing fronthaul
strategy has been shown to offer much higher energy efficiency
than does its compression-based counterpart.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

Denote by F(λ) and (tλ,wwwλ, aaaλ, bbbλ) the optimal value
and the optimal solution of problem (35) for a given λ,
respectively. In general, there always exists a duality gap
between the optimal value of problem (32) and the optimal
value of its dual problem, i.e.,

sup
λ≥0
F(λ) = sup

λ≥0
min

(t,www,aaa,bbb)∈Ĥ
L(t,www,aaa,bbb, λ)

≤ F∗ , min
(t,www,aaa,bbb)∈Ĥ

max
λ≥0
L(t,www,aaa,bbb, λ). (74)

Here, F∗ is the optimal value of problem (32). Since Ĥ is
compact, F∗ is finite, and by (74),

F(λ) ≤ F∗ < +∞, ∀λ ≥ 0. (75)

As the sequence {(tλ,wwwλ, aaaλ, bbbλ)}λ≥0 ⊂ Ĥ is bounded,
there exists a convergent subsequence of {(tλ,wwwλ, aaaλ, bbbλ)}.
Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that
(tλ,wwwλ, aaaλ, bbbλ) → (t∗,www∗, aaa∗, bbb∗) as λ → +∞. Then,
(ak,i)λ → (ak,i)∗, (bi)λ → (bi)∗,∀k ∈ KU , i ∈ KR and
tλ → t∗. Since Sλ ,

∑
i∈KR

∑
k∈KU ((ak,i)λ − (ak,i)

2
λ) +∑

i∈KR((bi)λ − (bi)
2
λ) ≥ 0,∀λ ≥ 0, one must have S∗ ,∑

i∈KR
∑
k∈KU ((ak,i)∗−(ak,i)

2
∗)+

∑
i∈KR((bi)∗−(bi)

2
∗) ≥ 0.

We will show that S∗ = 0 as follows. Suppose to the
contrary that S∗ > 0. Noting that tλ → t∗ and Sλ → S∗
as λ→ +∞, we have

F(λ) = L(tλ,wwwλ, aaaλ, bbbλ, λ) = −tλ + λSλ → +∞, (76)

which contradicts (75). Hence, S∗ = 0, which also means that
(aaa∗, bbb∗) satisfies (30). Since (tλ,wwwλ, aaaλ, bbbλ) ∈ Ĥ,∀λ ≥ 0, it
is true that (t∗,www∗, aaa∗, bbb∗) ∈ Ĥ. Therefore, (t∗,www∗, aaa∗, bbb∗) is
a feasible point of problem (32).

We note that

sup
λ≥0
F(λ) ≥ F(λ) = −tλ + λSλ ≥ −tλ,∀λ ≥ 0. (77)

Taking the limit as λ→ +∞, it follows that

sup
λ≥0
F(λ) ≥ −t∗ ≥ F∗, (78)

which together with (74) implies (34). If sup
λ≥0
F(λ) attains at

λ∗ ≥ 0, problems (32) and (35) are equivalent in the sense
that they share the same optimal value and optimal solution.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2

Note that (t(κ+1), a
(κ+1)
k,i , b

(κ+1)
i ) is the optimal solution of

problem (43) at the given point (t(κ), a
(κ)
k,i , b

(κ)
i ). Following the

approximation step (42) at iteration (κ+ 1), we have

L̃(t(κ+1), aaa(κ+1), bbb(κ+1), λ)

= −t(κ+1) + λ
( ∑
k∈KU

∑
i∈KR

(
(1− 2a

(κ)
k,i )a

(κ+1)
k,i + (a

(κ)
k,i )

2
)

+
∑
i∈KR

(
(1− 2b

(κ)
i )b

(κ+1)
i + (b

(κ)
i )2

))
≤ −t(κ) + λ

( ∑
k∈KU

∑
i∈KR

(
(1− 2a

(κ)
k,i )a

(κ)
k,i + (a

(κ)
k,i )

2
)

+
∑
i∈KR

(
(1− 2b

(κ)
i )b

(κ)
i + (b

(κ)
i )2

))
= L̃(t(κ), aaa(κ), bbb(κ), λ), (79)

which means that once initialized from a feasible point
F̄FF

(0) given by Subroutine 1, the Algorithm 1 gener-
ates a monotone sequence {L̃(t(κ), aaa(κ), bbb(κ), λ)} of im-
proved feasible solutions for (43). As {L̃(t(κ), aaa(κ), bbb(κ), λ)}
is bounded from below by constraint (10), it is a
convergent sequence. As such, Algorithm 1 converges
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in the sense that limκ→+∞

(
L̃(t(κ+1), aaa(κ+1), bbb(κ+1), λ) −

L̃(t(κ), aaa(κ), bbb(κ), λ)
)

= 0.
On the other hand, following the procedure in [44], we

rewrite (35) as the following problem for ease of presentation

min
xxx

h0(xxx) (80a)

s.t. hj(xxx) ≤ 0,∀j ∈ J (80b)

where xxx represents the variables of (35); h0(xxx) is the cost
function of problem (35); hj(xxx) ≤ 0,∀j ∈ J 1 = {1, ..., U}
are the convex constraints in the feasible set Ĥ

(κ)
, hj(xxx) ≤

0,∀j ∈ J 2 = {U + 1, ..., J} are the nonconvex constraints in
Ĥ

(κ)
and J = J 1 ∪J 2.

By (38), (39), (41) and (42), problem (35) is approximated
by convex problem (43) which is rewritten in a simplified form
as

min
xxx

h̃0(xxx,xxx(κ)) (81a)

s.t. hj(xxx) ≤ 0,∀j ∈ J 1 (81b)

h̃j(xxx,xxx
(κ)) ≤ 0,∀j ∈ J 2, (81c)

where the cost function h0(xxx) and each nonconvex con-
straint hj(xxx) ≤ 0,∀j ∈ J 2 respectively are approximated
by a convex function h̃0(xxx,xxx(κ)) and a convex constraint
h̃j(xxx,xxx

(κ)) for given point xxx(κ). Importantly, it can be shown
that h̃j(xxx,xxx(κ)) ≤ 0,∀j ∈ J 2 ∪{0} obtained from (38), (39),
(41), (42) satisfy the following conditions:

hj(xxx) ≤ h̃j(xxx,xxx(κ)) (82)

hj(xxx
(κ)) = h̃j(xxx

(κ),xxx(κ)) (83)

∇hj(xxx(κ)) = ∇h̃j(xxx(κ),xxx(κ)). (84)

Assume that xxx(κ) is the solution obtained from Algorithm 1.
Since xxx(κ) is the optimal solution of problem (81), xxx(κ) is a
Fritz John point that satisfies the following conditions [25],
[45, Lemma 2.1]

λ0∇h̃0(xxx(κ),xxx(κ)) +
∑
j∈J 1

λj∇hj(xxx(κ))

+
∑
j∈J 2

λj∇h̃j(xxx(κ),xxx(κ)) = 0 (85)

λjhj(xxx
(κ)) = 0,∀j ∈ J 1 (86)

λj h̃j(xxx
(κ),xxx(κ)) = 0,∀j ∈ J 2, (87)

where λj is the dual variable associated with constraint j.
Upon applying (83) and (84) to (85)–(87), we have

λ0∇h0(xxx(κ)) +
∑
j∈J

λj∇hj(xxx(κ)) = 0 (88)

λjhj(xxx
(κ)) = 0,∀j ∈ J . (89)

This fact implies that xxx(κ) is a Fritz John solution of problem
(80) which is indeed (35).
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